Technician
About this Job
We are looking for an engaging Technicians, who will work closely with the Operations
Manager, carrying out operational routine, and maintenance activities on B&D Energy’s
assets. The successful individual will also work closely with Technicians and apprentices to
carry out the full range of activities necessary to ensure the plant and equipment runs reliably.
Reporting to the B&D Operations Manager, your key responsibilities will include:
1. Safely carrying out a range of operational routines, and maintenance tasks,
2. Supporting new technicians and apprentices as they learn they grow to become competent,
3. Support the Operations Manager to set up systems and procedures to improve the way the
company works,
About you
For the right individual this is of the exciting opportunity to join a growing business and
ensure it is successful. You will be a confident, competent, and empathetic individual with
effective communication, and logical thinking skills. To be successful in this role, you must
have experience and successful track record as a technician working in a district heating, or
similar business, producing technical reports and ensuring accurate records are kept.
About us
B&D Energy Limited is an Energy Services company (ESCO) in the borough of Barking and Dagenham,
East London. We are wholly owned by the London Borough of Barking and Dagenham (LBBD) and
are at the heart of the Council’s ambitions to become London’s Green Capital of the Capital. The
company’s main focus is the development of Decentralised Energy Networks (DEN’s) across the
borough, utilising low or zero carbon fuel sources. We are already delivering energy to 550
residential customers across two schemes and are currently developing our main scheme (Barking
Town Centre) with a target of around 9,000 customers in the next 10 years. There are plans to
develop between 5-7 smaller schemes elsewhere across the borough. In return we offer a generous
remuneration package and the opportunity to join a business that is set to radically grow over the
next 5 years, all within the context of a London Council that is truly supportive and forward thinking
in its approach to low carbon energy generation. Come join us.
To apply please send a CV to enquiries@bdenergy.ork.uk or apply via the council careers website
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